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WHEELS
BRAkES

HIGHLIGHTED BRAND:

HIGHLIGHTED BRAND:

Co-ordSport / Part-Box are
the official European

distributors for RAYS wheels
& accessories.

Also available from: HKS, King Bearings, Wiseco, Cosworth,
Athena, Cometic, Victor Reinz, Bridgeway, ACL bearings,

JE Piston & Gates Racing

ROLLCAGES
HIGHLIGHTED BRAND:

Exhausts
HIGHLIGHTED BRAND:

HKS Intake technology allows users
to achieve more power by reducing an
airflow restriction in the OE air

intake system. HKS Intake series are
carefully designed for  each vehicle.

Also available from: Cusco, Bilstein, Pedders, K&W,
& Eibach

Part-Box are the European 
distributor for Cusco Roll Cages. 
Cusco Roll Cages are designed 
to protect the occupants during 
a vehicle roll over or crash.

HKS Hi-Power Mufflers offer  High
Power & High Performance, Resonant 
Sound and look incredibly stylish.
Find your perfect match.

Anti-roll bars or sway bars
dramatically improve the grip,
handling and performance of your

vehicle.

Also available from: Cusco & Eibach

KAAZ differentials are built and tuned to 
deliver more traction, greater stability and
higher strength. The result is quicker lap 
times and improved handling characteristics.

TEIN suspension kits are designed
& tested in Japan. They cover a wide
range of Japanese  cars but also many
European models  as well. More flexibility,

grip & handling.

We offer a large range of engine components
to suit a wide range of vehicle applications.
These include pistons, rods and cranks.

Learn more here: Page 13

Learn more here: Page 12

Learn more here: Page 14

coiloversdifferentials
HIGHLIGHTED BRAND:

HIGHLIGHTED BRAND:

Sway Bars

HIGHLIGHTED BRANDs:

www.part-box.com
www.coordsport.com

engine
components

COOLING

INTAKE

HIGHLIGHTED BRAND:

HIGHLIGHTED BRAND:

HIGHLIGHTED BRAND:

Mishimoto aluminium radiators greatly
improve the cooling efficiency of your
car. With increased core sizes, this is
the ideal product for you if you spend

a lot of time on the track.

Also available from: Forge, HKS & Airtec

Also available from: Quaife, Wavetrac & Cusco

Also available from: Milltek, Cobra, COBB Tuning
& Scorpion.



Popular models include:
57Xtreme
57Transcend
57CR
57DR

One piece forged wheels featuring superior
strength, light weight and premium design.
Ideal for race cars.

Centre caps

Racing air gauge

Hub-centric wheel spacersDuraluminum locking wheel nuts

Whether the demand is for a lighter sports wheel or for more affordable wheels, RAYS can come come with
what is needed. RAYS is determined to effectively meet the challenge of even the toughest request and
come up with an excellent solution. They are equipped to meet any kind of need. If you need large
diameters, they already make a 22 inch cast rim, and for premium cars - 20 inch one-piece forged
wheels! RAYS Wheels are tested to the demanding JWL+R standards to ensure the wheels will
cope with the stresses they are put under in the motorsports world. Volk Racing Wheels
Gram Lights, G-Games, Nismo, Ralliart & TRD all made by RGram Lights, G-Games, Nismo, Ralliart & TRD all made by RAYS!

One piece cast wheels featuring strength
and light weight. Ideal for street use and
competition.

57CR

57Xtreme

57ANA

57Transcend

G25

TE37

ZE40

Popular models include:
TE37SAGA
ZE40 
GL25
CE28SL



Each HEL Performance brake
line kit is assembled in-house
from the finest quality stainless
steel fittings swaged directly to
hard drawn tensile stainless
steel braided hose.

Goodridge is the world’s leading manufacturer of
performance fluid transfer systems. It operates in
the OEM, automotive, motorcycle,motorsport,
defence and specialist industrial sectors.

EBC Brakes is an independently owned
and managed leader in the brake market.
EBC Brakes produce the largest range of
brake pads and brake discs in the world,
with over 5000 part numbers for every
type of moving vehicle. EBC Brakes are
made in one of its two specialist factoriesmade in one of its two specialist factories
in the UK & USA.

EBC’s new Balanced Brake Kits
come with uprated 2-piece discs,
calipers, brake pads and both
front & rear braided brake lines.

EBC’s new 2-piece fully floating brake discs made a debut at
Ford Fair 2018 with Ford Focus RS MK3 being one of the
applications. These new brake discs feature increased braking
performance, cooling and light weight.

Other applications include:
Honda Civic Type-R FK8
Nissan GT-R R35
Mitsubishi Lancer EVO X
Vauxhall Astra VXR
...and more to come!

Performance friction co. is the leading manufacturer
of fast road & race brake pads & brake discs.
Famous carbon-metallic brake pads & patended
V3 fully floating 2-piece brake discs are products
being used in races such as Porsche cup or Nascar.

We also offer braking products from the below manufacturers.

AP Racing & PFC brake fluid is also
available at www.part-box.com

BRAKING

PFC V3 discs feature a new hat technology. The
advanced design features a patented attachment
design that uses a retention ring that holds the hat
and disc together. The ring means no need for
torque wrenches, and no hassle.



Popular applications include: Peugeot, Renault,
Porsche, VAG

DKM specialises in manufacturing performance orientated
clutch kits and flywheels for European vehicle applications.

MA Clutch kit - for modedately modified cars
MB Clutch kit - for agressively driven street cars
with up to 80% increase in torque.
MS Clutch kit - twin disc kit for cars with torque
increased by 100-200%
MR Clutch kit - twin disc kit for high power
race cars.race cars.

Competition Clutch specialises
in manufacturing sport compact
assemblies from street driven to full
race applications.

Tens of thousands of automotive
and motorcycle users depend on
Quaife products to maximise their
vehicle’s performance on a daily basis,
including sequential gearboxes, automatic
torque biasing differentials and associate
drivetrain components.drivetrain components.

All EXEDY racing and performance clutches
are engineered, designed and built from the
ground up as race clutches, in the
shadow of the OEM products.

Exedy products range from Stage 1 - Stage 5

CLUTCH & L.S.D.

Cusco offer three types of Limited Slip Differentials.
Type MZ, Type RS & Hybrid Differential

KAAZ L.S.D. are popular especially in the
drifting scene, KAAZ Solid LSD is
considered the top choice LSD from
beginners to professionals.

KAAZ covers most popular
Japanese applications.

More info: www.part-box.com



COOLING 
All Mishimoto products are tested rigorously to ensure the quality of 

their data. Mishimoto radiators, intercoolers, and oil coolers have been 
proven to provide greater cooling efficiency over stock units. Most of 
Mishimoto products are released with Engineering Reports that detail 

Mishimoto's testing. 

Mishimoto radiators provide increased cooling capacity due to their massive core 
size over stock. Applicable Mishimoto radiators come with a magnetic drain plug 

to keep unwanted debris from your engine, as well as this, all Mishimoto radiators 
come with a lifetime warranty, including accident protection for your peace of mind. 

All Mishimoto aluminium performance radiators, intercoolers, air intakes, fan shrouds, 
direct-fit oil cooler kits, silicone hose kits and couplers,and racing thermostats are 

carefully designed for a clean, direct-OEM fit for easy installation. 

0 
View the entire range at - www.part-box.com/mishimoto 

Radiators, lntercoolers & Cooling 

Mishimoto radiators are constructed of high-quality 
aluminum for optimal heat dissipation. 

Forge Motorsport's range of intercoolers begin with efficient 
cores sized to fit many forced induction applications. From there, 

a wide selection of end tank configurations offer numerous installation 
solutions. Using the highest quality cores, hand fabricated and welded by 

highly skilled craftsmen, Forge intercoolers offer excellent thermal properties, 
flow characteristics, and high volumetric efficiency. 

View the entire range at - www.part-box.com/forge-motorsport 

Browse our online store to view our full selection of performance 
radiators and intercoolers, including other brands such as: 



ARP are a manufacturer of fasteners/bolts found in engines and drivelines, ranging from OEM replacement parts to
specialty hardware for racing applications. ARP is the world leader in fastener technology. These range from quality high
performance OEM replacement parts to exotic specialty hardware for Formula 1, IndyCar, NASCAR and NHRA drag racing
and marine applications.

Other pistons and piston kits are available on our online store,
including HKS, Wiseco, Manley and Cosworth Forged Pistons.

K1 Technologies connecting rods offer
world-class performance at an affordable
price. K1’s race-ready connecting rods
are made from 4340 forged steel, use
premium bushing material and are hand
finished in the USA.

Bridgeway have been developing and manufacturing premium con-rods for over 
20 years supplying the global racing and performance market. In order to
meet  the requirements from a variety of clients, BW have continuously
improved the  detailed design of their H-Beam Connecting Rods,
applying the most advanced  machining technologies to achieve the
design specifics.

Extreme racing conditions demand the strength and toughness that only forged  pistons can offer. Compared
to cast pistons, forgings are tougher and more  durable, and will stand up to the abuse that high
performance motorsport applications require.

pistons, rods & cranks

HEAD GASKETS
ATHENA MLS head gaskets are assembled from 2-5 layers of high quality
stainless and spring steels. For specific high horsepower applications, engine
performance can be significantly improved by using Athena Cooper Ring gaskets,
that are supplied with INOX steel rings. This technology outperforms conventional
fire ring solutions.

With over 70 years of experience, JE Pistons is the leader in high
performance forged pistons. JE have built a reputation that the
competition can only follow. JE has a history of manufacturing
the highest quality pistons and components that professional
engine builders, race teams, and high performance
enthusiasts trust and rely on.

Head gaskets are also available from:



HKS Spark Plugs ignite faster with a predictable strong spark to improve fuel efficiency and achieve 
the best performance in any conditions and environment. It's very important to provide reliable 
ignition for an engine to perform at a maximum power. HKS Super Fire Racing Plug is the best 
plug item for extreme racing conditions, that also will perfectly fit in the stock engine as well.

When it comes to ignition leads / spark plug leads or 
wires, especially the high performance and racing variety, 
Magnecor are the leaders in quality, reliability and innovation 
backed up by technical support and personal service.

The Accessport V3 is the world's best selling, most flexible ECU upgrade 
solution for your car. Unlock power hidden within the vehicle by replacing 
conservative factory settings with more aggressive calibrations. Upgrade 
forever with off-the-shelf (OTS) calibrations for most bolt-on modifications. 
It's the last engine management solution you'll ever need.

Other electrical and control products are available online on Part-Box,
including products from the following manufacturers:

• Larger, full color, higher resolution screen
• Customizable multi-gauge display
• In vehicle mount, with on/off switch

HKS Electronic devices will provide 
better driving performance and support 
for your vehicles.

Innovate Motorsports develops, markets, manufactures, and 
supports universal digital tuning tools for internal combustion 
engines. The company's product lines includes wideband air/fuel 
ratio meters, sensors, gauges and data acquisition systems.

HKS’ range of electronic devices includes the following products 
that are all available on our online store: Boost Controllers,
Speed Limiters, Turbo Timers and Monitors.

Why Choose Magnecor? 
• Fits into original holders 
• Increase in engine performance 
• 10 year guarantee 

View the entire spark plug range at - www.part-box.com/spark-plugs

View the Magnecor range at - www.part-box.com/magnecor

View the full range - www.part-box.com/cobb-accessports

www.part-box.com/electronics

View the full HKS Electronics range at - www.part-box.com/hks

View the Innovate range at - www.part-box.com/innovate-motorsport

electrical & Control



The Cusco Sports OIL filter was designed to deliver true filtration and proper flow. 

• High efficiency filter - The pleated filtration paper catches fine dust, 
contanminants without stagnating flow.

• Mesh Filter - This mesh supports the paper filter from collapsing or 
changing shape during high pressure, when experiencing extreme 
conditions.

• Reinfo• Reinforced Relief Valve - This spring keeps the proper 
pressure traveling through the filter.
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Oil Cooler Kits

HKS Oil Filter's minimum particle size 
is 20μ compared with 25μ of JIS 
standard which corresponds to the filtration 
performance requirement of most engines.

Utilizing the filter original designed for HKS Oil 
Filter and increasing its filter surface area by 15%, 
compared with a conventional product, greatly 
improved particle collection performance.

Enthusiasts who push their high-performance cars to the limit 
understand the importance of keeping their oil temperatures low to 
prevent damage, or even seizure of the engine. An Oil Cooler Kit 
will extend the life of your engine by ensuring your essential 
high-wear engine components such as piston rings, skirts and 
cam bearings are sufficiently lubricated with cooler oil.

Mishimoto offer a wide variety of products, including oil catch cans,
oil coolers and oil filler caps for a large selection of vehicles.

View our entire range of Oils & Lubrication products here:

https://www.part-box.com/lubrication

hks super oils
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Oils & lubrication



Fuel pumps are not a one-size-fits-all type of product. Proper fuel 
delivery to your engine involves combining the right fitment and the 

right flow. This is why the DW fuel pump line is built to cover 7 different 
dimensional formats each having different fluid connections, electrical 

connections, diameters, and lengths. DW pump formats cover 
standard fitment in-tank, compact fitment in-tank, specialty 

fitment in-tank, and 2 difitment in-tank, and 2 different universal in-line pumps. 

View the DeatschWerks range at - www.part-box.com/deatschwerks

DW Injectors Combine Precision, Fitment, Data, and Value to Maximize Your Performance. 
DeatschWerks pioneered the application specific fitment approach to high-performance 
fuel injectors in 2005 when “universal” was the standard. This passion for innovation has 
continued over the years and has culminated in the current line up which represents the 

most comprehensive and best-supported injector line in the industry.

Turbosmart fuel pressure regulators ensure 
maximum precision with smooth fuel pressure 
delivery. Manufactured from billet aluminum 

Blow off valves by Turbosmart are manufactured with a focus on 
performance and reliability. Turbosmart blow off valves (also 

known as diverter valves) are made from tough and durable billet 
aluminium and including many innovative features like the billet 
V-band clamp for fast and reliable installation. Turbosmart BOVs 
have big flow capabilities are small in size and light in weight.

that's anodized, these hand-assembled Turbosmart regulators 
provide a stable 1:1 ratio between fuel and manifold pressure.

View our full range of fuel injectors at - www.part-box.com/fuel-injectors

Find out more at - www.part-box.com/fuel-pressure-regulators

More fuelling & turbo products are listed on our online store 
Part-Box, including products from: 

Fuel Pressure Regulators

Blow Off Valves - www.part-box.com/blow-off-valves

The HKS GT II Wastegates are the latest in wastegate technology. 
They feature a lower body cast from stainless steel and an anodized 

purple upper case machined from billet aluminum. 

Wastegates - www.part-box.com/wastegates

fuelling & Turbo Control



Mishimoto air intakes require no additional
modifications for an easy install. Every air intake
is dyno-tested to ensure accurate and repeatable
WHP and WTQ gains. Mishimoto air intakes
include performance air filters to maximise filter

surface area.

HKS Intake technology allows users to achieve
more power by reducing an airflow restriction in
the engine air intake system. HKS Intake series
are carefully designed for each vehicle. Cars
nowadays employ very sophisticated engine
management systems, we analyse the systems
when developing compatible pwhen developing compatible products in order

to achieve the best engine response.

AIR INDUCTION SYSTEMS

Increased Power The C.A.R.B certified COBB Tuning SF Intake removes a pre-turbo
restriction in the stock intake system. The SF Intake intake system utilizes several
unique features in an effort to maintain optimal flow for performance while minimizing
turbulence that can cause engine management problems. From a custom conical
cloth air-filter element, a CFD-designed velocity stack leads to an unique air flow
straightener grid designed to smooth the incoming air flow as it passes the
Mass Air Flow sensor for pMass Air Flow sensor for precise readings.

Other performance air intake systems & filters are also availavble.
Choose from manufacturers such as:



EXHAUST SYSTEMS

Since its establishment in Fujinomiya, Japan in 1973,
HKS have participated in many racing tournaments and
accumulated the wide knowledge of automobile parts
for the best performance. As a total tuning products
manufacturer, HKS have deep and wide know-hows in

exhaust technology.

COBB Tuning approaches design by taking the entire
vehicle platform into account as a complete system.
COBB’s ultra-high-quality products and services are

professionally engineered, thoroughly tested and backed
by industry leading customer service to ensure that they
meet their objectives and exceed customer expectations.

More than 35 years of continuous exhaust development
and technical expertise are drawn upon to develop the
ultimate Milltek Sport range of performance products,
offering an ever-expanding comprehensive selection of
performance exhausts which build on the successes of
key marques like Audi, Volkswagen, Porsche, BMW and

Nissan.Nissan.

Exhaust systems are also available
from other brands such as:



SUSPENSION & CHASSIS
Cusco are one of the biggest premier tuners in the World, based in Japan, they have extensive experience in
GT, Formula and World Rally Events. They design everything from suspension and chassis components to
engine tuning, roll cages, intake systems, chassis under re-reinforcements and limited-slip differentials.

Cusco suspension parts are designed to improve vehicle handling characteristics, whether
used alone or with other Cusco parts.  When combined, they provide an elevated level of
performance.
Cusco suspension coil-over kits are used by professionals across the world in various
genres of motorsports including; dirt/gravel rally racing, circuit racing, time attack,
gymkhana and autocross.

Cusco suspension parts
are designed to improve
vehicle handling character-
istics, whether used alone
or with other Cusco parts.
When combined, they
pprovide an elevated level
of performance.

Cusco chassis bars are engineered to prevent
chassis flex during high cornering loads,
keeping the suspension geometry at
a static state.

The primary objective of a rollcage is to
protect the vehicle occupants during
a roll over. The added benefits of this
product is chassis stiffening
properties as well as compliance
with various sanctioning
motorsports race bodies.motorsports race bodies.

Pedders manufacturers the following parts; 
- Coil springs
- Coilovers
- Torsion bars
- Leaf springs

Pedders is Australia’s Number 1 under-car specialist,
now brought to you in Europe. We offer a compre-
hensive range of suspension, steering and brake parts
to suit passenger cars, four-wheel drives, light
commercials and high performance vehicles. 

Eibach range offers wheel spacers,
lowering springs & anti-roll bars.

The enhanced sporty look on your vehicle with
Eibach high-performance products is only of

secondary importance.
This is where Eibach stand out from other
companies: Eibach only lower the vehicle’s

center of gravity as far as it is technically practical.
YYou will not find extreme tuning here: at
Eibach, performance and handling -

therefore the joy of driving - are the priorities.



- Anti-roll bars & Drop links
- Lowering springs
- Caster kits
- Chassis control bushings
- Camber & Toe kits
- Lower control arms
- Anti-lift kits- Anti-lift kits
- Bump steer correction kits
- Strut & Chassis bracing

Whiteline product range includes:

Whiteline boasts a worldwide reputation as a leading manufacturer of
replacement, enhancement and performance suspension components
that deliver significant gains in vehicle balance, steering precision,
grip levels and outright driving performance.

All TEIN lowering springs and coilover are manufactured
and assembled in our factory based in Yokohama, Japan.

What sets TEIN apart from other competitors is their dedication to suspension
components. TEIN develops specific product specifications for the different
regions based on consumer demands, road conditions, and vehicle speci-
fication. This means that TEIN consumers get the best possible product for

where they live, and how they drive.

Why use Polyurethane for your suspension requirements?
Polyurethane is an ideal material for making into
suspension bushes. Its combination of high tensile
strength and elasticity translates into immense

durability in the toughest conditions.

BUSHINGS

Since the very first production monotube gas pressure shock
absorber appeared in 1957 BILSTEIN has worked closely
with vehicle manufacturers to push damper technology
forward. In ’57 it was Mercedes-Benz that BILSTEIN
collaborated with, today BILSTEIN continue to provide
engineered damper solutions for leading car marques to
use in their puse in their production vehicles. These include cars like
the Bugatti Veyron, Lamborghini Gallardo and Porsche
models such as the 911, Boxster and Cayman. The list
of vehicles that benefit from BILSTEIN technology is
huge. Aston Martin, Audi, BMW, Ford, Jaguar, Land
Rover, Lotus, Mercedes, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Opel,
Subaru and Volkswagen all have a close technical
rrelationship with BILSTEIN and individual engineering
needs can be taken care of by the UK BTC.



There are many famous turbines in the history of HKS, that are part of
the history of the Tuning itself. HKS continue working on turbines,
optimising and selecting the right one for each vehicle and

application. Adding other necessary parts HKS have made complete tuning kits to
fulfil most sophisticated desires of users who want a little boost up and users
who are going after the ultimate high power tuning. HKS turbine kits include
a variety of options for racing and street applications. HKS use the
knowledge from their motorsports experience, where they test their
turbines in the most extreme and rough conditions, to continue
developing the world's best turbine kits.developing the world's best turbine kits.

Both a turbo and supercharger are forced induction systems. They are
designed to force air into your engine. The more air you can get into
your engine, the more power your car will make.

Turbo

SUPERCHARGERBecause the superchargeris crankshaft rotation output
system, it doesn't need any

modifications to the exhaust compared to turbocharger systems,
so it results in better exhaust gas purification performance and the acceleration
is better at low to mid RPM. In addition to these advantages of the traditional
supercharger, HKS developed a new product GT SUPERCHARGER which
eliminated the disadvantages, such as "jam at high rpm", "dimensions and weight
of the device" and "mechanical noise". It has achieved both environmental friendly
performance and poweperformance and power. It's the next generation system supercharger.

Light-weighted & compact centrifugal supercharger HKS GT SUPERCHARGER
was redesigned as "GT2 SUPERCHARGER" for higher durability and quality
improvement with upgraded components for 7040 series.

FORCED INDUCTION

Developed by Cosworth's expert engineering
team to produce power and torque that will turn
heads on the road and race track, the Stage 2.0

Cosworth FA20 Power Package increases the power by up to 80bhp of your Subaru BRZ and Toyota GT86.
A fully validated system that combines intake manifold, intercooler and positive displacement supercharger to
create a unique design, the Stage 2.0 FA20 Power Package delivers a consistent increase in engine performance.
Engineered to the levels of excellence required by Cosworth's global vehicle manufacturer customers, the Stage 2.0
FA20 Power Package provides excellent throttle response at low engine speeds and a sustained performance increase
even in demanding race track conditions.



- Keyrings
- Stickers
- Lanyards
- Clothing
- Caps
- Sunglasses
- Hand towels- Hand towels
- Bags

Whether you desire just a bit of interior bling, or little things like magnetic oil drain plug, heat wrap
or merchandise, we’ve got your covered. Our wide variety of products in this category will include

at least one product that you will want. Guaranteed! 

Merchandise

Engine

INTERIOR

- Racing Oil
- Racing Coolant
- Engine Oil Caps
- Radiator Caps
- Magnetic Oil Drain Plugs

ACCESsORIES & Interior

- Bucket Seats
- Seat Rails
- Gear Knobs
- Phone Holders
- Gauges

www.part-box.com



ABOUT US
25+ years of experience with imported Japanese vehicles: 
We have been rallying and supporting imported road cars since 1989, that’s now 30 years of
experience in Motorsports!

Not just Mitsubishi vehicles: 
Although we are a Mitsubishi specialist, we have parts available in stock for a wide range
of makes, whether that be European or Japanese vehicles.

Stock and availability:Stock and availability: 
With over 6000 references for these cars, we have the stock to match! All these
parts are stored in our new modern Sales and Distribution Centre.

Delivery/Shipping:
We offer worldwide shipping on all of our stocked products!

Technical Support: 
We have a vast technical knowledge of performance and Japanese
cars and can support you and your customers to ensucars and can support you and your customers to ensure satisfaction
every time.

Competitive Pricing: 
Co-ordsport/Part-Box’s retail prices are very competitive. Trade discounts are
also available, with service second to none.

We are very passionate and pride ourselves on providing a professional, friendly, quick and easy service to all
of our customers and dealers. Below are just a few of the many reasons as to why you should choose to
shop with Part-Box today:

One stop shop for all your performance car parts!

www.part-box.com



Events calendar 2019

As a wholesaler of competition & tuning parts, Co-ordSport Ltd. has a long history and connection with
a variety of motorsports, at all levels. Sponsoring The 2019 CSCC Co-ordSport Tin Tops series is a new,
but exciting, progression to their activities. The knowledge and experience gained over the past three
decades, in the competitive motorsports fields, enables the firm to provide teams with the best parts

& support available.

The Co-ordSport Team are looking forward to meeting the drivers and teams at all the
race meetings thrace meetings throughout the season. We hope to help keep the cars on the track and
performing to their best, with our large range of performance and competition parts.

On top of the series support, discounts will be available to all cars
and teams in all the CSCC series throughout 2019. 

Co-ordSport announce their sponsor support for the UK’s favourite racing series - Tin Tops with the CSCC.

CURRENT SPONSOR SUPPORT



PROFESSIONAL,
FAST & FRIENDLY

SERVICE.

CO-ORDSPORT LTD

+44 (0) 121 661 62 63 +49 (0)2605 408 9946 +31 (0)475 772719
SALES@COORDSPORT.COM INFO@COORDSPORT.DE INFO@COORDSPORT.NL

CO-ORDSPORT GMBH CO-ORDSPORT B.V.

FREE LIVECHAT SUPPORT BY 
OUR EXPERIENCED SALES TEAM

NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE
ON ALL IN STOCK ITEMS

FREE UK DELIVERY ON ALL UK
ORDERS OVER £50

GET 10% OFF YOUR NEXT ORDER

We update our online catalog of 
products on a daily basis to ensure 
that we have the newest and biggest 
products ready for you to order. 
We have over 70,000 products

DID YOU KNOW?

PBL2019X
ENTER THE FOLLOWING CODE AT CHECKOUT:


